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ABSTRACT
A method has been developed for the rapid and direct identification of a single point mutation in a DNA
sequence using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET). The probe was a 16-base oligomer with
58-bound x-rhodamine and 38-bound fluorescein (R*16*F); the two dyes acted as a donor/acceptor pair for
FRET, resulting in a dramatic difference in the fluorescence emission of the R*16*F in a duplex structure
(hybridized to a complementary strand) and as a single strand (melted). This difference was used to obtain
the melting temperature (Tm), by spectroscopically following the transition from double to single strand, for
the probe hybridized to three different strands: the 16-base complement, the 16-base complement containing
a single base mismatch, and the 16-base complementary sequence in the phage DNA M13mp18(+). The
Tms thus determined for the perfectly base-paired duplexes, with R*16*F hybridized to the 16-mer comple-
ment and to M13, differed by 2°C, whereas the Tm obtained for R*16*F hybridized to the mismatched 16-mer
complement was 10°C lower than that for the perfect duplex. The sharpness of the transition and the ease of
detection allow single base mismatches to be reliably detected in nano- and subnanomolar concentrations in
less than 1 h following hybridization. © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The detection and quantitation of specific se-
quences of DNA are significant analytical problems
of medical importance. Detection involves the use
of an oligodeoxyribonucleotide probe that is
complementary to the desired sequence and that
contains some moiety, such as a radioactive ele-
ment, that signals the occurrence of hybridization
in a filter assay or an electrophoretic gel. Thus, hy-
bridization has been used diagnostically for specific
bacterial infections by detection of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis genomic DNA,1 gonorrhea rRNA,2

Chlamydia genomic and plasmid DNA3 and Escheri-
chia coli and Bacillus subtilis rRNA.4 Hybridization
assays have been developed for viral detection, in-
cluding cytomegalovirus (CMV),5 human papil-
loma virus (HPV),6 and HIV-1.7 Rapid progress on
the human genome project is ensuring knowledge
of many important human DNA sequences.
By combining target amplification with allele-

specific oligonucleotides,8 very small samples of
human DNA can be analyzed for genetic screening
and patient counseling. It is important to detect ge-
netic changes associated with the well-known in-
herited diseases as well as more subtle changes.
Weber9 has pointed out that cancers at most sites
display familial site-specific clustering,10,11 and he-
reditary metabolic variations have been identified
that affect the metabolism of known carcinogens.12
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The N-acetyltransferase (NAT2) gene and gene
products, recently under intense study, are a good
example. Weber has reviewed the role of polymor-
phism (from mutations in NAT2) in different rates
of in vivo transformations of arylamines and hydra-
zine carcinogens and drugs.13 Point mutations in
the NAT2 gene result in lowered levels of the en-
zyme and divide human populations into so-called
‘‘slow’’ and ‘‘rapid’’ acetylators. Slow acetylators
display impaired metabolism not only of useful
drugs14 but also of arylamine carcinogens present
in dyes, pesticides, etc.15 While slow acetylators ap-
pear to have an increased risk for bladder cancer
from arylamine carcinogens,16–18 there is evidence
for a correlation between rapid acetylation and col-
orectal cancer.19–21 The DNA probes reported here
could readily characterize a given sample of DNA
as belonging to ‘‘slow’’ or ‘‘rapid’’ acetylator geno-
types.
Traditional hybridization methods have em-

ployed radioactive probes with separation on
filters.22 Growing concern over the use of radioac-
tive materials has stimulated a search for other
probes that rival the sensitivity of radioactive
probes. As early as 1981,23 biotin was incorporated
into an oligodeoxyribonucleotide for use in biotin-
avidin-linked analyses. Numerous modifications of
DNA have been used in the development of similar
probes, including links to antibodies,24

gold-antibodies,25 mercury for double antibody
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reactions,26 and Eupsoralen27 and fluorescent dye
links28–30 for fluorescence detection of hybridiza-
tion. These schemes typically allow approximately
105 to 106 copies of the DNA to be detected. Recent
demonstrations31–33 that single fluorescent mol-
ecules can be detected have further increased inter-
est in fluorescence-based schemes for hybridization.
Current methods of mutation detection include

denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE),
single-strand conformational polymorphisms
(SSCP), temperature gradient gel electrophoresis
(TGGE), the heteroduplex method (HET), ribonu-
clease cleavage, chemical cleavage of mismatch
(CCU), ligase assay, allele-specific amplification
(ASA), dideoxy fingerprinting (ddF), and allele-
specific oligonucleotides (ASO).34 DGGE, SSCP,
TGGE, HET, and ddF are frequently used to locate
which exons of a gene contain mutations. ASO pro-
vides a mechanism for screening for a particular
gene mutation. Energy transfer methods based on
hybridization such as ASO have other applications
as well: at least two companies currently market
products for quantifying polymerase chain reac-
tions based on this technology; Biotronics
(Aplisensor),35 and Perkin-Elmer (Taq Man),36 al-
though these technologies differ in details from that
discussed here.
We have previously reported37–42 the use of För-

ster resonance energy transfer between donor and
acceptor moieties linked to a single DNA strand. In
this paper, we extend those studies by demonstrat-
ing that a single base substitution can be detected in
an oligonucleotide using fluorescence determina-
tion of the melting temperature, Tm , and that Tm
can be measured in a single circular strand of phage
DNA using a short fluorescently labeled oligomer.

2 METHODS

2.1 THEORY

The probe used in this work and previously37–42

was a 16-base deoxyribonucleotide oligomer
with x-rhodamine covalently bound to the 58 end
and fluorescein to the 38 end: x-rhodamine-58-
GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-38-fluorescein (R*16*F;
see Figure 1). The difference in the fluorescence
emission of R*16*F as a single strand or in a duplex
structure derives from a difference in an excitonic
interaction in the weak-coupling limit, an interac-
tion that varies with the inverse sixth power of the
distance between transition moment dipoles of the
donor (fluorescein) and acceptor (x-rhodamine)
moieties. The theory of such fluorescence (or För-
ster) resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been
treated in numerous papers and texts43–45 and only
a brief outline will be presented here. The steady-
state fluorescence emission intensity of either dye is
proportional to its quantum yield, which, neglect-
ing static quenching, is the ratio of the rate constant
for fluorescence (kF , which derives from the Ein-
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stein B coefficient) to the sum of the microscopic
rate constants that deactivate the state from which
the fluorescence arises (assumed here to be the low-
est singlet, S1). These processes can be summed as:
kF 1 kI 1 kt , where k I is the sum of all nonfluores-
cence processes that deactivate S1 in the absence of
acceptor and kt is the rate constant for resonance
energy transfer. The quantum yield of donor fluo-
rescence in the presence of acceptor is then:

F t5kF /~kF1kI1kt!5kF /@~kF1kI!~11X6!#

5F0 /~11X6!, (1)

where F0 is the quantum yield in the absence of
transfer (absence of acceptor). The quantity X is
R0 /R , where R is the distance between the donor
and acceptor, and R0 is the donor/acceptor dis-
tance at which the rate constant for transfer equals
kF 1 kI . R0 can be calculated from the measured
spectroscopic properties of the donor and acceptor
and applying the usual assumptions with respect to
the effective refractive index of the medium sepa-
rating the donor and acceptor and the rotational
averaging of the angular portion of the dipole-
dipole interaction. It is assumed that R0 for
fluorescein/x-rhodamine (60 Å) remains constant
throughout the melting process; thus, changes in
the steady-state intensity, proportional to F t , de-
rive from changes in R . (Even if R0 should change,
it in no way affects our detection of DNA mis-
matches because the melting process as detected by
FRET is essentially one that involves two states—
the hybridized oligo and the free oligo.)

Fig. 1 The 16-base oligomer probe. The structures of the 58
x-rhodamine and 38 fluorescein are shown together with their re-
spective 20- and 16-Å linker arms. In Förster resonance energy
transfer, fluorescein acts as the energy donor and x-rhodamine as
the acceptor.
4
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Hybridization of the R*16*F to a complementary
strand results in a B DNA helical structure with the
38-fluorescein and the 58-x-rhodamine positioned at
opposite ends. Because the FRET donor and accep-
tor are relatively far apart, FRET is minimized (kt is
low); consequently, fluorescein emission is high
and rhodamine emission is low (Figure 2, solid
line). Upon melting to two single strands, the du-
plex structure is lost and the more flexible single
strand brings the 38-donor and 58-acceptor closer
together; consequently, FRET is significantly in-
creased, and fluorescein emission decreases and
x-rhodamine emission increases (Figure 2, broken
line). The melting temperature, Tm , is the tempera-
ture at which the fraction (f ) of the total R*16*F
bound to complement is 0.5. In these experiments,
complementary target DNA (C) was in excess over
probe (P). The melting process is a sufficiently
sharp transition that it may be treated as a two-state
process. Let B be the equilibrium concentration of B
DNA, and CT and PT be, respectively, total target
and probe concentrations. Then the equilibrium
constant for helix formation is K 5 B/@(CT 2 B)(CP
2 B)# and f 5 B/PT , with all concentrations refer-
enced to a standard state of 1 M . The equilibrium
constant for CT.PT can then be written as:

K5@ f/~12f !#@PT~12f !1~CT2PT!#−1,

with @ f/~12f !#51 at Tm . (2)

At Tm , DG 5 0, and

DG°52~RTm!ln~K !, (3)

where R is the molar gas constant. If values of
DH° and DS° are available for the given solvent
conditions and assumed to be independent of tem-
perature up to Tm , then, since DG° 5 DH°
2 TmDS°, Tm can be calculated from:

Tm5DH°/@DS°2R ln~K !# , (4)

and is dependent upon probe and target concentra-
tions through K , as shown in Eq. (2). The steepness
of the transition at the midpoint, ]f/]T , gives
DH° at Tm for a true two-state process, and it can
be shown that

DH°5RTm
2 ~]f/]T !@411/~CT /PT21/2!# . (5)

Alternatively, as discussed below, Tm can be pre-
dicted from empirical equations.

2.2 PROBE

The DNA probe was designed to be complemen-
tary to bases 6291 to 6306 of the 7249-base phage
DNA M13mp18(+), one base removed from the re-
striction site. The choice of a 16-mer was made with
several considerations in mind. First, the length
was sufficient for the melting temperature to be
well above room temperature, ensuring complete
JO
hybridization at 25°C. Second, for Förster transfer
to reflect small changes in interdye distances, the
average distance apart should be near R0 , and
modeling studies indicated that with our flexible
dye tethers (see Figure 1), the average distance in
the duplex would be only 10% greater than R0 . Fi-
nally, the placement of dyes on bases 1 and 16 re-
sulted in their being located 180 deg apart when
viewed down the helix axis, enhancing their sepa-
ration and the signal change associated with melt-
ing.

2.3 MEASUREMENTS

The steady-state fluorimeter with computerized
data acquisition (Photon Technology International,
Inc., Model A-1010) was modified to use as excita-
tion light the 488-nm line of a Coherent (Santa
Clara, California) Innova 70-4 Ar+ laser. A control-
lable shutter between the excitation beam and the
cuvette ensured that the solution was exposed to
excitation light only during the course of a scan, to
minimize the photobleaching of fluorescein. The
double-labeled oligomer, R*16*F, was from Re-
search Genetics (Huntsville, Alabama), the perfect
(CTGGCCGTCGTTTTAC) and single mismatch
(CTGGCCGTTGTTTTAC) complements were syn-
thesized in our departmental facility, and the
M13mp18(+) was from Sigma (St. Louis, Missouri).
The structure of the double-labeled probe, includ-
ing the 58 and 38 dyes and linker arms, is shown in
Figure 1. The buffer was 0.01 M NaPi, pH 8, 1 m
M EDTA and 0.18 M NaCl, with a total volume of

Fig. 2 Steady-state fluorescence emission scans of 5 nM R*16*F
at 20°C in 0.18 M NaCl, hybridized to its complement in a duplex
structure (solid line) and as a single strand (broken line). Upon
melting, the fluorescein emission (520 nm peak) decreases and the
x-rhodamine emission (610 nm peak) increases, as shown by the
arrows. These changes derive from an increased rate of energy
transfer between the dyes for the R*16*F as a single strand
(melted) relative to that for the R*16*F in a duplex structure.
437URNAL OF BIOMEDICAL OPTICS d OCTOBER 1996 d VOL. 1 NO. 4
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250 ml in a stoppered microcuvette. Stock solutions
of R*16*F and complement were diluted to 10 and
20 nM , respectively, and allowed to hybridize for
45 min, essentially to completion. (This hybridiza-
tion time is known from previous work to be
adequate.41) The duplex with the mismatch was
monitored spectroscopically for the last 15 min to
ensure that no further change was occurring.
For the R*16*F/M13 duplex, stock solutions were

diluted to 6.6 and 13.2 nM , respectively, and the
solution left for 2.5 min in a heat block (Thermo-
dyne, model 17600) at 65°C. Hybridization oc-
curred as the solution returned slowly to ambient
temperature (20°C) over 1 h. This procedure was
used previously and shown not to affect the fluo-
rescent probe.41 The cuvette was capped prior to
data collection to prevent evaporation at high tem-
peratures. Scans were collected from 502 to 625 nm
every 3 to 4°C, from 16 to 74.5°C, 16 to 67°C, and 20
to 76°C for the R*16*F duplex, mismatch duplex,
and M13 duplex, respectively; the solutions were
equilibrated for 10 min at each temperature prior to
scanning. (Preliminary work showed no further
change after 10 min, which is in good agreement
with the procedure reported by Morrison et al.30 for
melting two singly labeled strands.) The tempera-
ture of the solution was controlled using flow
through the cuvette holder from a Lauda K-2/R
constant-temperature circulating bath, and precise
temperatures were determined as follows: for each
scan, the temperature of the circulating water was
noted. After the experiment, a thermistor was
placed in the buffer-filled cuvette to obtain the ac-
tual solution temperature for each temperature
noted previously. Baseline scans, which included
the 583-nm Raman scattering from water and back-
ground introduced with the M13, were collected
prior to each data set and subtracted from all sub-
sequent scans prior to analysis.

2.4 DATA ANALYSIS

The emission scan of the R*16*F contained two
peaks: The peak at 520 nm was derived from direct
absorption by fluorescein of the 488-nm excitation
light, modified by FRET. The peak centered at 610
nm was due primarily to FRET from the fluorescein
to the x-rhodamine, with a very small contribution
from direct absorbance by x-rhodamine of the exci-
tation light. In this circumstance, the fraction, f , of
R*16*F hybridized to complement is41:

f5s~Y !/@12Y~12s!# , (6)

where

s5Irhod
U /Irhod

H (7)

and

Y5~^r&2rU!/~rH2rU!, (8)
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and Irhod is the peak rhodamine emission intensity,
r is the ratio of the 520- to 610-nm peaks, ^r& is any
observed intermediate value of r , and the super-
scripts U and H refer, respectively, to unhybridized
and hybridized R*16*F. The fraction of bound
R*16*F was calculated using Eq. (6) at each tem-
perature measured, and was used to construct the
melting curves. The sets of data points on each plot
that corresponded to the pre- and postmelting re-
gions and to the melting process were each fit by
linear regression and the Tm taken as the mid-point
of the transition region.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fluorescence emission scans of R*16*F differ
dramatically for the duplexed and single-strand
forms (Figure 2). Melting results in a decrease in the
fluorescence emission of the fluorescein and an in-
crease in the rhodamine emission, which is consis-
tent with the decrease in the inter-dye distance. Fig-
ure 3 shows melting curves for the duplexes
formed by R*16*F hybridized to the perfect 16-mer
complement and to the 16-mer complement with a
single (C→T) base substitution; the Tms for these
duplexes are 58.3 and 48.2°C, respectively. Figure 4
shows the melting curve for the duplex formed be-
tween R*16*F and its target sequence in
M13mp18(+), with a Tm of 56.4°C. Clearly, the mis-
match is easily detected and gives rise to a DTm of
10°C. This observed decrease in Tm is in very good
agreement with prediction: the base substitution is

Fig. 3 Melting curves for the R*16*F duplex, with a perfect
complement (3) and to a complement with a single, central C
→T base substitution (j). The sets of data points correspond to the
pre- and postmelting regions and the transition. The Tms are from
the midpoints of the duplex→single-strand transitions (vertical
dashed lines): 58.3°C for the duplex of R*16*F with the perfect
complement, and 48.2°C for the duplex with the single base sub-
stitution. The curves were plotted so that the range of the fraction of
hybridized R*16*F, from 1.0 to 0, was coincident with the ends of
the transition region. End fraying and changes in static quenching
are likely contributors to the slopes in the pre- and postmelting re-
gions.
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expected to affect Tm most strongly when it is lo-
cated near the center of the target sequence46 and to
decrease the Tm by 6 to 9°C (DTm 5 1 to 1.5°C per
percent base mismatch in the oligomer probe.46)
The Tm of the perfect complement can be predicted
rather well from the empirical relationship47,48:

Tm~°C!581.5116.6~ log10@Na
+# !10.41~%G1C !

2600/N , (9)

where N is the number of bases in the shorter oligo
strand. (In the above equation, the erroneous minus
sign in Ref. 48 following 81.5 has been corrected.)
For the R*16*F, the predicted Tm of 55.5°C is in
good agreement with the observed values of 56.4
and 58.3°C for M13 and the 16-mer complement,
respectively. Equation (9), unlike Eq. (4), does not
allow a variation of Tm with concentrations of
probe and target, and thus would not be expected
to be accurate within more than a few degrees.
Tm is expected to be insensitive to secondary or

higher structures around the probe site which have
been shown by kinetic studies to characterize
M13mp18(+).41 A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4
shows that Tm is in fact nearly insensitive to the
length of the target DNA, particularly considering
that the target and probe concentrations were lower
for the M13. Assuming that the standard state en-
thalpy and entropy changes are the same for the
two duplexes, Eq. (4) predicts a lower Tm for the
M13 by about 0.9 deg. At this stage of our studies,
we cannot say whether the remaining 1-degree dif-
ference is insignificant or reflects a perturbation of
the target structure. More involved calculations of
the melting temperature can be made in which
nearest-neighbor interactions are included in DH°
and DS°,49 using Eq. (4); however, these quantities
are not available for our buffer conditions, and the
above empirical relationship provides a sufficiently

Fig. 4 Melting curve for the R*16*F probe initially bound to the
7249-base phage DNA, M13mp18(+), which contains the 16-
base complementary sequence. The Tm for the duplex→single
strand transition, 56.4°C, is indicated by a vertical dashed line.
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close estimate of Tm for the purpose of experimen-
tal design. The following thermodynamic quantities
for the probe hybridized to the 16-mer complement
were calculated from Eqs. (2), (3), and (5) and the
fluorescence data: DG° 5 249.6 kJ/mole, DH°
5 2 373 6 21 kJ/mole of duplex (−23.3 kJ/mole of
base pair) and DS° 5 2977617 J/mole-K at Tm
5 331.5 K. Using values from Breslauer et al.50 for
the disruption of a CG base pair adjacent to a CG
base pair (DH° and DS° more positive by about 50
kJ/mole and 116 J/mole-K), a Tm of 320.1 K for the
mismatched duplex can be calculated from Eq. (4);
this is a decrease in Tm of 11.4°C, which is in re-
markable agreement with the 10.1°C decrease ob-
served. In this calculation, the changes in DH° and
DS° for lowering [Na+] from 1 M to 0.2 M have
been neglected.
Several considerations are involved in the design

of an optimum probe. The dyes should have lim-
ited photobleaching and high quantum yield. Be-
cause fluorescein is easily bleached in oxygen-
containing solutions, it was necessary to limit
exposure of the sample to the exciting laser beam.
The dye emission should have limited sensitivity to
factors other than changes in distance. Fluorescein
emission decreases with pH (the pK for the transi-
tion from the mono-anion to the highly fluorescent
di-anion is 6.750); consequently, pH 8 sodium phos-
phate buffer was used, rather than Tris, since the
pH of phosphate buffers is nearly independent of
temperature. In order to design an appropriate
probe, R0 must be calculated or at least estimated.
For the studies reported here and previously,40,42

we have shown, from the known structure of
B-DNA, that the average value of the orientation
factor (¸2) must be close to 2/3, which, owing to
the lengthy flexible tethers used for dye attachment,
is reasonable.
It is convenient to have measurable fluorescence

for both the double-labeled oligo as a single strand
and in the duplex, as well as sensitivity of the fluo-
rescence to changes in the donor/acceptor distance.
Let U be the ratio of the quantum yield in the pres-
ence of the acceptor to that in the absence; then U
5 (1 1 X6)−1 5 1 2 h , where h is the efficiency of
transfer. (The following simple treatment neglects a
distribution of distances between donor and
acceptor.42) It is straightforward to show that the
maximum sensitivity of U (where sensitivity is de-
fined as 2dU/dX) to a change in R occurs at R
5 R0 5 (0.946)R0 , for which 2dU/dX 5 1.54. For
R 5 R0 , 2dU/dX 5 1.5, and for either R0 or R0 , a
1% change in fluorescence intensity corresponds to
a change of 0.6 Å in R for R0 5 60 Å. The sensitivity
decreases to 1 on either side of R0 (at R 5 1.344 R0
and at R 5 0.847 R0) where the respective values of
U are 0.855 and 0.269, a normalized change from 1
to 0.32. For the 16-mer oligo, distance changes on
melting correspond to R 5 1.142 R0 decreasing to
R 5 0.858 R0 , and the change in normalized fluores-
439URNAL OF BIOMEDICAL OPTICS d OCTOBER 1996 d VOL. 1 NO. 4
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cence intensity for the donor (Figure 2) is from 1 to
0.44. These distance considerations are linked to the
desired DTm , which increases as the length of the
probe decreases [see discussion preceding Eq. (9)]
and is maximized for location of the mismatch at or
near the center of the probe. The probe length, how-
ever, must be sufficient for essentially 100% hybrid-
ization so a full melting transition can be detected
even for the mismatch. All of these factors were
considered in the present study.
It has been shown51 that both optical and calori-

metric measurements of the melting transition
agree for a 10-mer duplex (having GC base pairs on
the ends), showing that the process can be treated
to high precision as a two-state process. Intermedi-
ates have been detected for single strand melting,
however,52 and there may be instances where bases,
particularly at the ends of the duplex, are unpaired
before full strand separation. On the other hand,
the large change in fluorescence emission reported
here would be expected only after actual strand
separation and thus might be expected to lead to
the appearance of a sharper transition than that ob-
served by absorbance. Monitoring absorbance
changes associated with melting is not feasible for
duplexes between short oligomers and long strands
of DNA due to the overwhelming background from
the long strand.
The long DNA strand studied here was single-

stranded. Special hybridization techniques are re-
quired with DNA that is originally duplex,41 yet the
melting process, once the probe has bound, should
closely resemble that reported here; it is essentially
independent of higher order structure in the vicin-
ity of the target, owing to the large DH° of melting.
In practice, one would titrate the probe (in order to
maintain nearly constant fluorescence intensity)
with DNA to determine the number of copies of the
target, and then carry out the melting experiments
as described above. Once hybridization is achieved,
having an estimate of Tm from Eq. (9), one could
start the temperature ramp about 10 deg below the
expected Tm for the mismatch and complete the
analysis within 1 h. The sharp transition detected
by FRET using the double-labeled oligonucleotide
allows a rapid and clear determination of whether a
mismatch is present at the predicted location in the
target. The technique should allow rapid detection
of point mutations for NAT2 and other genes in
human DNA.
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